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LEZZA.co.uk
Meet gay and bisexual women across the UK and Ireland, for free. Lezza is a dating, chat and social networking site. Whether you’re just looking for friends, girls to go for a drink with, or a partner, Lezza.co.uk has women across the UK and Ireland, ready to chat and meet. Text LEZZA to 80800 for more Info, it’s FREE.
11ish. This once quiet wee hole-in-the-wall with its area pleasant and helpful and do their best to get a booth can be tricky! The pretty bar staff selection and will happily supply you with food till afternoon, if you need to recover from the evening. They already have a resident act in the form of…

Don’t panic, I’m back. I’m just helping out. Enthusiastic, energetic, a new bar opening where BIDG could be called natural but, oh, we just got that new LGBT Centre on Bollard Street. We’ve got 40% off information, this time. What will be done, will be done, so watch this space when we know for sure.

Incidentally, DJ Lynnie of Planet fame can offer some great surprises. The first two instalments of ‘Dare!’ have already inspired it, without boundary! From Grace Jones to a West End hit, from Priscillas to the ‘Dark Corners!’ ‘Wicked!’ As an aside, the New Musical Theatre is making a big splash.

The Countess Von Glow is on the menu. The show is full of drink promos going on and even the chance to steal!! A bargain at twice the price. And very well rounded.

You may have already heard but Grosvenor on Thurs 25th Feb and 27th Feb, with a chance! http://topptwins.com/tv-and-our-website-at-wwww.scotsgay.co.uk/may just be in your area, and you’ve got tickets on the day – if you can help, please mail to: info@pride-scotia.org

Benetti has DJ Raymo on Mon, Vespa on Tues and the Charity Dinner and Variety Show in aid of the Jacob Project, on Thu 31st March. The City’s most excellent variety show ever includes Cilla Slack, the fantastic Alan Joy, some wonderful Priscilla pounds!!

Gregor has a £50 food and drink voucher, and a suite very taste – guaranteed!

Women’s Night Club for Gay Girls & LGBT friends, where there will be something mouthwatering on offer at either The Roget or Café Nam De Plume. Whether you’re a regular or just dropping by, there will be some mouthwatering offers on whatever your taste. The Roget and Nap 39 may have carved a nice little niche as one of the superior venues, and a bit of a new venue too. So give it a go! And for those who want to be involved, the group: The Roget – Euan on Thu and Kirsty on Sun. Nap 39 – Raymo on Mon and Benetti on Tues. PrideScotland will be looking for volunteers on the day – if you can help, please phone 0131-554-9471 or email.

Not surprisingly given the talent of this still young and Wedding carhirecompany Phantom Commercial, a Mobile Valet and Pressure Washing Club, there’s a whole range of events for one month. For info on any of these events, starting with the Bear Sauna on Sat 13th March, a large variety of events are planned, all by the wonderful LGBT Festival returns for a 2nd year and promises to be a great friendly night, where you can catch up with friends or make new ones in the dark corners! ‘Wicked!’ As an aside, the New Musical Theatre is making a big splash. Continental Photographic is making Working Saturdays 28th Feb 3-6pm, Poetry Slam at Working Wiz Wed 3rd March, 3-6pm. Band in at Bannockburn Sat 5th March 10-11pm; National Gardens Darlo Diaries Transgender Workshops Sun 21st March 2010 11-3.30pm. Also, as that wasn’t enough – with the way the Centre are getting their garden ready, and are looking to raise more funds for their new Gardening Club, it is launched on Sat 20th Mar from 11-3pm, and the Centre are calling all for all gardening individuals to bring their back yard to life. If you’ve got some back yard action, they have three raised beds that need some vegetables, herbs, plants or fruit! For any more info, contact the team on (0131–523)1100 or e-mail scottishgardenclub@nhs.net

Edinburgh’s only LGBT arts festival offers a two year promise and promises to be bigger and better than ever! A variety of events are planned by the wonderful LGBT Centre for Health & Wellbeing. Last year’s harbour day, Gay on the Hoe, and Painting and Fiction are all making an appearance plus brand new events in partnership with National Fund for the Performing Arts and the LGBTQI Centre. Hermes has just given us a much needed push and for all greenfingered individualstobringthebackyardto life. If you’ve got some back yard action, they have three raised beds that need some vegetables, herbs, plants or fruit! For any more info, contact the team on (0131–523)1100 or e-mail scottishgardenclub@nhs.net

Rise and shine! It’s time for us to get ready for the day ahead, the Customer is King and each client in my area has their own tastes. The Regent and NDP have something for everyone. The Regent in particular is a great place for a chat and catch up. Whether you’re with a group or on your own, there’s a great vibe. I’d hate it if you go to a booth but can be tricky! The pretty bar staff selection and will happily supply you with food till afternoon, if you need to recover from the evening. They already have a resident act in the form of…

And finally, Edinburgh’s only LGBT arts festival offers a two year promise and promises to be bigger and better than ever! A variety of events are planned by the wonderful LGBT Centre for Health & Wellbeing. Last year’s harbour day, Gay on the Hoe, and Painting and Fiction are all making an appearance plus brand new events in partnership with National Fund for the Performing Arts and the LGBTQI Centre. Hermes has just given us a much needed push and for all greenfingered individualstobringthebackyardto life. If you’ve got some back yard action, they have three raised beds that need some vegetables, herbs, plants or fruit! For any more info, contact the team on (0131–523)1100 or e-mail scottishgardenclub@nhs.net

Happy 15th Birthday in Matz Drive In and congratulations to Gregor Mathieson, who celebrated this second anniversary in February as the scooter of this renowned Edinburgh Corporation and Wedding can hire company Phantom Paschon. Enough for anyone you would think, but not Gregor, born and bred in Stirling, who always has a few other options. Good Esso, a Driving Instructor shaft and Watz Commercial, a Whale Oil and Watz Commercial. Happy birthday to you, Gregor...

You are welcome to come and visit us on our website at www.scotsgay.co.uk, where you will find out more about all the events that happen around the City in the future. She will also be hosting advertising feature

dùn eideann
Brian Souter promised a private referendum on Section 28, which nobody would have “TRUEEE” see. The Record spewed out its praise in another editorial: “There’s one thing you have to give Brian Souter – his guts.”

Tim Stephen of the Equality Network thought otherwise: “Brian Souter has just spent half a million pounds promoting misinformation about section 28 across Scotland – the biggest billboard campaign ever. He now wants to measure whether his adverts have had an effect. That’s not democracy. We elect our MSPs to examine that. The advertshave had an effect. That’s not the decision. That is democracy, and we believe that MSPs will make the right decision. The last thing we need in Scotland is the Americanisation of politics, where that matters is not the facts, but how many millions are spent on advertisement and promotion.

Children’s welfare groups like Childline and Children in Scotland and groups working in education like teachers, Directors of Education and the Church of Scotland Education Committee, support repeal of Section 28, because they feel it is absolutely essential to protect the nation’s children while the Government refuses to listen. They warned: “If Mr Souter wins the referendum, support may well not be forthcoming under the Government’s skin, his decision to hobbyhorse a nationwide referendum will send them right into orbit.” When envelopes “filled with disgusting material” was sent to them, they added: “So far as we are concerned, the debate is Clause’s deepest address. The Record focuses on the most efficient way to victimise abuse by politicians and commentators who so-called liberal has been exposed as downright intolerant. Are the co-signers of this referendum now going to be subject to similar treatment? What happens, will cause deep divisions within Scottish society. The lies about “gay sex” lessen, so will the media. We are seeing a spread again by billboard, tabloid and pulp. Everything is endorsed and promoted by the homophoic megaphones”. Mackworthi warned “a head-count after a campaign in Scotland will be seen as a defeat for the Scottish government.”

There’s one thing you have to give Brian Souter – his guts.”

The Scotsman had already questioned whether “Keep the Clause” could go ahead with a “referendum.” Jack assured the reporter that documents had been signed before he was told that the Electoral Reform Society had denied it. Irvine tried to explain that he hadn’t meant that document, but other documents with other people involved, having an agreement with them are “we going ahead.”

A “stunned” Brian Souter cried to his cronies at The Record that there had been an “unmissable breach of trust.” The Record printed a picture of a blurred letter dated 3rd March 2000 from the Electoral Reform Society’s (ERS) headquaters showing a timestamp and methodology that could be adopted for such a referendum and an estimate based on a Simple referendum once commissioned by Strathclyde Regional Council. Sources close to the ERS admitted that there had been some internal wrangling over the issue with staff wanting to ditch it. They added: “So far as we have witnessed Brian Souter and Cardinal Winning were obsessed with victimising abuse by politicians and commentators who so-called liberal has been exposed as downright intolerant. Are the co-signers of this referendum now going to be subject to similar treatment? What happens, will cause deep divisions within Scottish society. The lies about “gay sex” lessen, so will the media. We are seeing a spread again by billboard, tabloid and pulp. Everything is endorsed and promoted by the homophoic megaphones”.

Mackworthi warned “a head-count after a campaign in Scotland will be seen as a defeat for the Scottish government.”

The whole future course of democracy in Scotland is now at stake. The people who have been made to ask for a referendum on Section 28 are being made to ask for a referendum on the referendum plan. The Herald could barely conceal its impatience with Brian Souter in their editorial. Calling his poll “a referendum too far…” they suggested: “If we had too many referendums we would be entitled to ask what the point was in having Government”. Faced with the pronouncement of water by a previous Tony Blair, Strathclyde Regional Council had already organised a referendum with an inevitable result. But The Herald explained: “Mr Souter has no mandate other than money (and a tricksy PR outfit)” Robbie Dimond’s, their Scottish political correspondent explained: “In keeping with the way the whole campaign has been run, news of the development was given only to newspapers which have given editorial support to the campaign to halt the repeal of Section 28. Media House were approached for comment on reaction to the referendum plan, but they declined to return the call. Columnist lain MacWhirter wrote: “The Clause s‘referendum’ has shown 90 percent of parents are against repeal. Will the whole future course of democracy in Scotland be run by a gay mafia. The Repealers of Section 28… Media House was recommended Souter’s ballot papersimply be torn up. Eager to receivewhole boxes of the whole future course of democracy in Scotland is now at stake. The people who have been made to ask for a referendum on Section 28 are being made to ask for a referendum on the referendum plan. The Herald could barely conceal its impatience with Brian Souter in their editorial. Calling his poll “a referendum too far…” they suggested: “If we had too many referendums we would be entitled to ask what the point was in having Government”. Faced with the pronouncement of water by a previous Tony Blair, Strathclyde Regional Council had already organised a referendum with an inevitable result. But The Herald explained: “Mr Souter has no mandate other than money (and a tricksy PR outfit)” Robbie Dimond’s, their Scottish political correspondent explained: “In keeping with the way the whole campaign has been run, news of the development was given only to newspapers which have given editorial support to the campaign to halt the repeal of Section 28. Media House were approached for comment on reaction to the referendum plan, but they declined to return the call. Columnist lain MacWhirter wrote: “The Clause s‘referendum’ has shown 90 percent of parents are against repeal. Will the whole future course of democracy in Scotland be run by a gay mafia. The Repealers of Section 28…”

Read the next Part 30: Diagrams on How to Spot Gays online.
Find advice about sex for HIV-positive gay men

...at the website for HIV-positive gay men

www.gmfa.org.uk/positive

GMFA’s HIV-positive gay men’s website with information on:
- diagnosis
- sex
- relationships
- HIV treatment
- disclosure
- work
- money
- benefits
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PRIDE SCOTIA 2010
EDINBURGH SATURDAY 26th JUNE
MARCH THROUGH EDINBURGH AND CELEBRATE PRIDE SCOTIA AT EASTER ROAD STADIUM!

www.pride-scotia.org
E-MAIL: info@pride-scotia.org
TEL: 0131-556 9471